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He Has, Still Will counter feminism

Sophomores announce new campaign to promote continued male success

BY ALANA HARVEY
That goosh-darned feminist your father warned you about…

The “She Can, She Will” campaign continues to inspire Xavier University, including two of its students who have established a new, male-focused campaign titled “He Has, He Still Will.”

Freshmen Brad Johnson and Chad Smith were one of many Xavier students present at the “She Can, She Will” campaign kick-off. Recalling his experience, Johnson said, “Initially, I was super supportive of the campaign.”

However, Johnson explained, this view changed once he visited sophomore Chloe Smith to describe the event.

“Amer (Johnson) described to me the video’s content, I became a bit skeptical about its intentions and credibility,” Smith said.

He added that he believes the true intention of the campaign is to discourage men from assuming leadership positions because of the lack of women in the same positions.

“I personally have never been chosen for a job, internship or leadership position over a woman because I am a man. My female competitors have just never been qualified as myself for the position,” Smith said. “Why should I step down and give up my opportunities just so a woman can have a chance to succeed?”

The pair claims that questions like these are what inspired their creation of the campaign that they refer to as “He Has, He Still Will.” Their aim is to continue to inspire male success.

“Mentioning been deemed the bad guys for too long,” Smith responded when asked about the campaign’s goals.

“It’s time that we are viewed as the victims we are.”

What are men victims of? The campaign’s founders agree that the oppressor is feminism itself. Johnson said he believes that there is no need for feminism and that it is only another barrier meant to separate humanity.

“We need to earn their places in leadership roles rather than complaining about nonexistent obstacles. Feminism keeps that from happening,” Johnson said.

Johnson and Smith plan to conquer feminism in the same way that ‘She Can, She Will’ campaign approaches sexism. Although currently they have no official campaign members, the two are very open to receive volunteer participants for a “He Has, He Still Will” video. They believe that giving up on their search for like-minded men is exactly what feminists want.

“It’s our mission to show what’s happening on the other side,” Smith said.

Once the video is complete, the pair would like to hold a viewing party in Arrupe Overlook. Gallagher Student Center employees have yet to comment on whether or not they will agree to host the event.

The sophomores have many more plans in store for the campaign, including a charity Fortnite tournament, a showing of the documentary Woman After Man by Dr. Guy McGahon and other unspecified male bonding events. The pair hopes to emerge from the shadows of the “She Can, She Will” campaign and bring to light the real issue at hand: male discouragement.

Specific dates for events will be released on the “He Has, He Still Will” Facebook page once they are confirmed. In the meantime, further enquiries regarding “He Has, He Still Will” can be directed to Brad Johnson at xXHebradman27Xx@hotmail.com.

Fenwick Place renaming takes unexpected turn

The sophomore residence hall will now be known as Robert E. Lee Barracks

BY HEATHER GAST
Future Barracks Resident

After research by a theology professor revealed that Xavier’s founder, Bishop Fenwick, was a slaveholder and used money from selling his slaves to fund the university, Xavier has finally decided on a new name for his namesake building: Robert E. Lee Barracks.

This past year, a committee was established to evaluate how Xavier should address its history, including whether or not the new residence hall named after the founder, Bishop Fenwick Place, should be changed. On one hand, renaming the residence hall would show that Xavier does not align with the ideals of slave holders. On the other hand, the renaming would confuse tour guides and force them to change their script. It’s a toughie.

Either way, the student body cares about how the injustice will be reconciled. Some students are hopeful, after all, Xavier is committed to morality, reflection, compassion and informed action within the mission statement. However, the committee has also made clear its intention to follow another Xavier tradition: failing to inform students about anything significant until the last minute.

The last that any of us lowly students heard, Father Michael Graham, president, had requested recommendations regarding the residence hall’s name back in January so that the university could implement any necessary changes during the spring semester. In true Xavier fashion, the committee failed to inform students about any progress until the last possible minute.

To avoid whiny students, the committee elected to hold a public renaming ceremony where they would use a random name generator in front of a large group of the Xavier community. This way, it would be entirely fair whether the hall was renamed to reflect a Jesuit value, a slaveholder’s name, the name of a freed slave or an essential oil fragrance. The working group presented three options, all the way downtown past the Freedom Center and back.

Xavier has since proposed a showing of the document “Woman After Man” by Dr. Guy McGahon. The professor revealed that the committee members on their shoulders all the way downtown past the Freedom Center and back.

Xavier has since proposed a showing of the document “Woman After Man” by Dr. Guy McGahon. The professor revealed that the committee members on their shoulders all the way downtown past the Freedom Center and back.

The Bishop Fenwick Place will now go by the name of Robert E. Lee Barracks, thanks to a random name generator to ensure total fairness.
The day is finally drawing to a close. After an exhausting day of classes your body aches for the sweet catharsis of your twin XL. Your pajamas are on, your teeth are brushed and your Tamagotchi is fed. At last it is time for sleep.

As you crawl into your warm bed you open your phone to scroll through Instagram. Twenty minutes later, you find yourself checking to see who watched your Snapchat story. After that, you impulse-buy three bathing suits on Amazon.

Your eyes are strained, burning with a thirst for rest. Before shutting off your phone, you check the clock and find that it is now 1:37 a.m., and you calculate that you have five hours and 23 minutes before you need to wake up. Shit.

"Students our age need 7-9 hours of sleep at night," sophomore psychology major Dart Agnon said. "Unfortunately, that often doesn’t happen on college campuses. Xavier students are no exception."

According to Professor Blob, this problem isn’t new, but he fears for the future. "It’s incredibly common for students to fall asleep in my 8 a.m. sections, it happens about once or twice a semester," Blob said. "But with Coffee Emporium leaving I predict this will triple in frequency."

Students from the Dozing All Class Association (DACA) are furious about Coffee Emporium’s removal. Club President junior Si Esta called for action at the rally last Friday, where more than 75 students eventually arrived after snoozing three alarms.

"The response is clear," Esta asserted. "Students need caffeine to thrive on this campus." The peaceful protest took a dramatic turn when one student decided to pour hot coffee over his body in solidarity. "I felt I had robust grounds to do so," Joe Brewer, president of the DREAM Act for Students, said. "Next week, I’ll be dumping dirty Chai into the O’Connor pool!"

Father Michael Graham, president, has advocated for the DREAM Act since Coffee Emporium’s absence left students dozing off in class.

"Coffee is a reactionary solution," Graham said. "Students need to practice Cura Personalis by putting down the Fortnite when it’s time to sleep."

McGrath Health and Wellness Center, along with the Resident Student Association, are working together to form a DREAM Act for students to solve their sleep deprivation without footing an expensive

Chartwells bought out by Cincy locals

In a surprising twist of fate, Chartwells, a division of Compass, Inc., has been bought out by a collaborative purchase through Coffee Emporium and Blue Gibbon.

Chartwells came to an agreement with Xavier a few months ago that would give them the opportunity to take control over all dining options on campus and renovate the basement of Gallagher Student Center — which would have involved the closings of Coffee Emporium and Blue Gibbon.

"Coffee Emporium and Blue Gibbon decided to come together because both groups couldn’t stand losing touch with the Xavier community," Reginald Worthington, a representative for the new company, said.

The new company, which goes by the name Gibbon Emporium, will be replacing Ryan’s Pub with Jeff Ruby’s Steakhouse and Subway with a fast-casual version of P.F. Chang’s. Other options are currently unknown.
Fr. Graham authorizes a new program utilizing ‘Sisters of Mass Destruction’

Xavier University nuns will soon be armed to the teeth. They will soon be trained in the safe use and operation of various weapons, such as M1911 assault rifle and akimbo .50 cal Desert Eagles, Graham said.

The ‘Nuns with Guns’ program is not to be confused with the similarly named 2017 movie about “Three nuns who are about to give up on God are recruited by an agency within the church to masquerade as prostitutes in order to bring down a sex trafficking organization.” according to IMBD.

Self-labeled conservative student Tosh P. Oh said, “While that movie sounds amazing, this may be the greatest conservative thing ever. What could be more bad-ass than being taught theology when, all of a sudden, your teacher is taking down any and all threats? This is America at its finest.”

Self-described snowflake liberal Levy Tate isn’t sure. “First off, that sounds like a terrible movie. Second, while I don’t think that arming teachers is a good idea, does arming nuns make it slightly better? That remains to be seen.”

How this new program will benefit the students of Xavier University is unknown. Similar programs are being introduced at Loyola Chicago and Marquette, with the Rams introducing the “Priests with Pistols” program and the Golden Eagles introducing the “Sisters with Shotguns” program.

Arts get $$$

Sports students really pissed

BY TREVER MCKENZIE
Online Editor

Local Cincinnati high school Toyota Camera High released its latest budget today.

Most surprising about the budget — not including the pay increase for teachers that they obviously deserve — is that Toyota has decided to slash all sports funding in favor of funding arts programs like music, theater and painting.

“Honestly, these kids deserve it,” Principal Morticia Borten said. “I see theater kids staying late after hours despite all of their homework just so they can rehearse. I see music kids alone in the choir room and practice rooms running their songs. I see painting kids tucked away in the back corners of the school trying to finish a portrait. I can’t imagine having an easier life. After all, they’re all going to be crushed under massive debt in this economy. We might as well give them some kind of hope.”

The funding will be going toward various supplies that art students desperately need. The theater department will no longer operate on a budget of $10 and some twine they stole from the wood shop. The music department will have a specific fund set aside for art valves. The art department will be able to buy enough disinfectant and paint remover to get that one persistent maroon paint stain off the desk in the back that former student Kyle Namori left behind before he graduated like the incorrigible jerk he is.

Where asked about how the removal of funding for the athletic department will affect students, Borten laughed and continued eating a ham sandwich she produced from her desk drawer.

Football coach Leon Carter was contacted for comments, but he refused to give any statements on the budget. Instead, he showed up at the news studio with a pocket knife and tried to stab our secretary, Helena Yuga, who choked-slammed Carter into a fountain.

Student-athletes have begun staging protests outside Toyota in opposition to the budget. Chanting resonates throughout all of the classes, but the rest of the student body appears unaffected by the protests.

“They don’t even show up to class half the time anyway,” student Kimmy Choo said. “All we do is shut the window, and it’s back to the way it’s always been.

March 29, 1:55 a.m. — Xavier Police and Residence Life responded to reports of encouraging graffiti at Brockman Hall. The graffiti contained messages like “Believe in yourself,” “You can do it!” and a picture of a cat on a wire saying “Hang in there!”

April 1, 1:46 a.m. — Xavier Police responded to reports of an intoxicated student outside of Gallegher Student Center. An incident Life responded to regarding kids tucked away in the art room and practice rooms run off just so they can rehearse. I see painting kids tucked away in the back corners of the school trying to finish a portrait. I can’t imagine having an easier life. After all, they’re all going to be crushed under massive debt in this economy. We might as well give them some kind of hope.”

The funding will be going toward various supplies that art students desperately need. The theater department will no longer operate on a budget of $10 and some twine they stole from the wood shop. The music department will have a specific fund set aside for art valves. The art department will be able to buy enough disinfectant and paint remover to get that one persistent maroon paint stain off the desk in the back that former student Kyle Namori left behind before he graduated like the incorrigible jerk he is.

Where asked about how the removal of funding for the athletic department will affect students, Borten laughed and continued eating a ham sandwich she produced from her desk drawer. Phone football coach Leon Carter was contacted for comments, but he refused to give any statements on the budget. Instead, he showed up at the news studio with a pocket knife and tried to stab our secretary, Helena Yuga, who choked-slammed Carter into a fountain.

Student-athletes have begun staging protests outside Toyota in opposition to the budget. Chanting resonates throughout all of the classes, but the rest of the student body appears unaffected by the protests. “They don’t even show up to class half the time anyway,” student Kimmy Choo said. “All we do is shut the window, and it’s back to the way it’s always been.

March 22, 1:55 a.m. — Xavier Police and Residence Life responded to reports of encouraging graffiti at Brockman Hall. The graffiti contained messages like “Believe in yourself,” “You can do it!” and a picture of a cat on a wire saying “Hang in there!”

March 24, 11:48 a.m. — Xavier Police responded to reports of an intoxicated student outside of Gallegher Student Center. An investigation revealed that the student was sober but extremely clumsy.

March 25, 2:50 p.m. — Xavier Police, Cincinnati Fire and Physical Plant responded to reports of an intoxicated student inside. An investigation revealed that the student was sober but extremely clumsy.

March 26, 6:48 p.m. — A student reported the theft of their heart after being stood up for a date at Currito. An investigation is pending.

March 27, 9:00 p.m. — Xavier Police, Cincinnati Police, Norwood Police and Ohio State Troopers responded to a report of a car with a broken headlight. The car was boxed in, and the driver was ticketed.

March 28, 11:19 a.m. — Xavier Police responded to a report of a fire alarm in the basement. An investigation revealed that two students were playing with two sticks in order to make s’mores. The alarm was reset, and Residence Life will follow up.

By TREVER MCKENZIE
Online Editor

Local Cincinnati high school Toyota Camera High released its latest budget today.

Most surprising about the budget — not including the pay increase for teachers that they obviously deserve — is that Toyota has decided to slash all sports funding in favor of funding arts programs like music, theater and painting.

“Honestly, these kids deserve it,” Principal Morticia Borten said. “I see theater kids staying late after hours despite all of their homework just so they can rehearse. I see music kids alone in the choir room and practice rooms running their songs. I see painting kids tucked away in the back corners of the school trying to finish a portrait. I can’t imagine having an easier life. After all, they’re all going to be crushed under massive debt in this economy. We might as well give them some kind of hope.”

The funding will be going toward various supplies that art students desperately need. The theater department will no longer operate on a budget of $10 and some twine they stole from the wood shop. The music department will have a specific fund set aside for art valves. The art department will be able to buy enough disinfectant and paint remover to get that one persistent maroon paint stain off the desk in the back that former student Kyle Namori left behind before he graduated like the incorrigible jerk he is.

Where asked about how the removal of funding for the athletic department will affect students, Borten laughed and continued eating a ham sandwich she produced from her desk drawer. Phone football coach Leon Carter was contacted for comments, but he refused to give any statements on the budget. Instead, he showed up at the news studio with a pocket knife and tried to stab our secretary, Helena Yuga, who choked-slammed Carter into a fountain.

Student-athletes have begun staging protests outside Toyota in opposition to the budget. Chanting resonates throughout all of the classes, but the rest of the student body appears unaffected by the protests. “They don’t even show up to class half the time anyway,” student Kimmy Choo said. “All we do is shut the window, and it’s back to the way it’s always been.

March 23, 3:38 p.m. — Xavier Police responded to a report of a student throwing scrambled eggs from Hoff Dining Commons inside.
A White girl’s guide to privilege

I’m tired of conversations about privilege. I can’t help the life I was born with, and I certainly don’t owe anyone anything just because I was born this way. Being White or being Black doesn’t matter. We’ve had a Black president who fought for Black people, and I was respectful then, but now that President Trump is in office fighting for my family, I can’t even support him without Social Justice Warriors attacking me. Racism is over. There are laws that help minorities take my jobs, scholarships and spots at colleges. I worked really hard to get where I am in life, and so did my parents.Both of my parents worked to get out of poverty to get where they are, and their race didn’t have anything to do with that hard work paying off and being taken seriously. I’m more than just my privilege label. I’m color-blind, I donate to Salvation Army every Christmas and I hate the sin not the sinner. I’m a good person, and I make up for my privilege that way. I developed 15 tips to help you be a good privileged person just like me.

Here’s my White Girl’s Guide to Privilege!

1) When you wake up in the morning, don’t think twice about whether or not a hoodie will get you shot.
2) When you go to breakfast, don’t worry about where the next meal is coming from.
3) When you go to class, don’t bother trying too hard to focus or remember what the teacher is saying. You’ll get by without much effort to pay attention.
4) When meeting up with your significant other, hold hands and kiss in public without concern for how that might impact your career or social life.
5) When you’re hanging out in your grandparents’ backyard over the weekend talk on the phone in the peace and quiet.
6) When walking in your neighborhood, wear your religious garb to share your faith with your friends.
7) When giving a presentation, don’t have all of the facts and figures to back up your claims on hand — no one is going to question your credibility anyway!
8) When you need to buy something from the store while traveling, walk right in and shop at an unfamiliar gas station without worrying about your safety or being able to navigate the room without help from someone who isn’t visually impaired.
9) When applying for colleges, just go to your guidance counselor for help, she’s got plenty of experience and time to assist you.
10) When applying for a job, write your real name in big, bold, proud currency! Brittany is such a beautiful White name.
11) Don’t vote for anything with any semblance to Obamacare. You don’t need insurance because you actually work and have a job. Other people should just work and have a job like you.
12) Ask other people to change for you. If someone’s accent bothers you, tell them they need to learn English if they want to live in America.
13) If you don’t like a certain group of people, just send your children to private schools where all the other children look like yours.
14) If you don’t understand something about another group of people, just ask one of them to tell you how the whole group of them feels about something.
15) Most important of all, make sure everyone knows that being privileged doesn’t mean you didn’t work hard!
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The laptop is warm

Last week, Neuraize Sports Editor Luke Feliciano bravely published a piece where he publicly announced his support for Nickelback. I would like to say thank you.

I am also a part of this “Silent Majority” of Nickelback fans who have experienced years upon years of harassment for my taste in music. I have been victimized unfairly by a band that stands for something — my philosophy double.

Last week, I stood up for Nickelback fans against the nation who feel that they, too, have been persecuted for something that they can’t change about themselves.

As Luke said in his piece, Nickelback is a group with impressive stats. One of their songs is played on a radio station every 20 minutes. One of the most famous vines utilizes their hit song, “Photograph.” One of their hit songs, “How You Remind Me,” has 355 million views.

Nickelback matters.

People, you know what? We have 25 hits, go ahead and ask Iggy Azalea.

Nickelback — I’d say we’re doing pretty damn well at 45 percent approval rate for the academy.

Nickelback fans matter too.

Opinions and Shit

April 1, 2018
The Steele Curtain is descending, and he wants to play for The Steele Curtain, it’s as simple as that. Xavier fans get ready! Next year we will get our own “Steele Curtain” call to glory!

BY CESPEDES FAMILY FAN

Baseball Experts

Spring has sprung, and with it comes America’s favorite (and best) pastime: opening day baseball! Lots of crazy things have happened in the offseason. With Boston trading Mookie Betts for the remains of Babe Ruth and the St. Louis Cardinals becoming a minor league team, there’s a whole lot of baseball to predict for this season.

To start, my hottest take: The Miami Marlins will win the NL East. “Whoa, just take it easy man,” some of you might say, but I stand by this prediction. Sure, some may say that Derek Jeter trading away anyone of value from the team will significantly hurt its chances of winning a division.

Some may even say that this decision quite possibly makes it the worst team in the league. But what people fail to recall is when LeBron took his talents to South Beach when basketball season ends, the Marllins will literally be unbeatable. Sure, they may lose every game up until that point, but it will be worth it to see the greatest winning streak in history.

For the NL Central comes my obvious World Series winner, the Chicago Cubs. Look, let’s face it, most teams won’t stand a chance. Despite an arguably rocky start, the Cubs will find their groove in a week. They should just be awarded the title right then and there. With an unstoppable rotation and the absolute best lineup in the game, no one will be able to stop the North Siders this year.

In the NL West, the Padres will crush the rest of the division with their young talent, but the Colorado Rockies will have the best rotation. Sure, the Dodgers may have the greatest pitcher they’ve ever had in Magic Johnson, but somehow Peyton Manning coming out of retirement to pitch in Denver will be able to outduel the HR conditions of Coors field.

BY JOHN BUCCIGROSS

Absolute Unit

“The Steele Curtain” beat out “Mr. Steele Yo Girl” as the super official nickname of Xavier’s new head men’s basketball coach, Travis Steele. It’s so official and definitely not made up that Steele must now sign all official documents as “The Steele Curtain.”

Let’s face it, the month of March for Xavier men’s basketball was a huge rollercoaster of emotions. While Xavier was able to capture its first ever Big East regular season championship and claim its first ever No. 1 seed in the NCAA Tournament, other things happened too.

A premature exit in the Big East Tournament got the month off to a sour start. A double-digit lead was lost in the second half, and Xavier fell to Providence in the semifinals. While this was a disappointing loss, the Musketeers appeared to have moved on.

In the NCAA Tournament after rolling 16-seeded Tex. Tech. Southern in the Round of 32, Xavier looked destined for the Sweet 16 and beyond. Florida State, however, had other plans.

Losing another double-digit lead in the second half, Xavier was bounced in Round of 32 for the second time in three years. This crushing loss, which I still haven’t fully gotten over, left a series of questions for the team to address heading into the offseason.

The largest question was, if Chris Mack would leave. Well, on March 27, that question was answered when Mack departed from Notre Dame for Louisville.

But, this is not an article to dwell on how much Xavier Nation will miss coach Mack and Bill Murray. This is an opportunity to look forward to the future.

A future with The Steele Curtain, the new head coach of the Xavier Musketeers men’s basketball team.

The Steele Curtain, a mastermind of offensive play calling and a recruiting machine, is the perfect choice for this job. He has waited for this moment since he first arrived at Xavier in 2008, and now is his time.

Ever since being promoted to Associate Head Coach, The Steele Curtain has brought a lot to the table in terms of offense.

He has been regarded by the coaching staff as one of the top offensive minds in the program.

Now with him as head coach, Xavier fans can expect even more offense than seen in the past few years.

In addition to putting points on the scoreboard, The Steele Curtain has already begun to grab attention from graduate transfers and recruits from all across the country.

In the past, The Steele Curtain has been named one of the Big East’s top recruits, according to Sporting Next basketball magazine.

Along with that, current and former Xavier players have expressed their happiness with this hire. Players want to play for The Steele Curtain, it’s as simple as that.

I’ll leave you all with a tweet from The Steele Curtain himself Back in 2014 during the NCAA National Championship, he tweeted, “I get goose bumps every year while watching this game.”

Pinnacle of college sports. One day Xavier will play in this game.

The future is now, ladies and gentlemen. The Steele Curtain is descending, and he will lead us to the promised land.

BY JOSH ROSEN

Browns employ genius tactics

Cleveland Browns have decided to take a radical new approach to the NFL Draft, as the team has announced it will select a quarterback with each of its draft picks.

“Let’s be honest, the organization is as fed up as the fans about not having a quality QB on the roster,” Browns General Manager John Dorsey said in a press conference.

“So, instead of swinging and missing on one quarterback this year, we’re going to bring in 12 guys we feel could finally break the Cleveland quarterback misery!”

The Browns have an awful track record with QBs, with the franchise suffering whenever he is being interviewed.

“We are leaving no stone unturned,” head coach Hue Jackson said. “I think this is a great move by the front office because we’ve not had a decent QB in a long time with the exception of Brock Osweiler, but he got cut before the season even started last year.”

The Browns are even bringing in famous actors who have played quarterback, such as Adam Sandler, who starred in the remake of The Longest Yard, Zach Gilford, who led the Dillon Panthers to a state title as Matt Saracen in Friday Night Lights, and Jon Griss, who portrayed Uncle Rico in Napoleon Dynamite.

There is no telling if this will work for Cleveland, but it
President Trump joins Time’s Up

BY HANNAH PAIGE MICHELS
Average Angry Woman

Our beloved president, Donald Trump, has proven to be a true feminist as he pledged allegiance to the Time’s Up movement yesterday. As the newest addition to the pool of celebrities speaking out against and providing subsidized legal support for those who have experienced sexual harassment, assault or abuse in the workplace, Trump was an unsurprising ally to the movement.

As we know, during the campaign season, Trump further exemplified himself as the stand-up feminist ally we always knew he was by interrupting the totally unqualified and probably PMS-ing out against and providing feminism handed to him, Trump, an outcast, real- ease of feminism handed to him, Trump, an outcast, real-
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Women are beautiful,” Trump told the Newsweek. “And once I saw all the beautiful

women, I thought it would be crazy not to join!” The jokester of a president said he felt like a perfect fit among the female celebrities. He was on a television show, had declared bankruptcy fewer than 10 times and could really rock a fake tan. Not to mention, he is a social media pro.

Trump will also be joining feminist icon Stormy Daniels as the new spokespeople for the movement. They have a calendar shoot scheduled for the coming months and will be covered in only clocks and other time pieces. The photo shoot may be a bit awkward as the two have never met before, but photographers are sure the two will have great chemistry and flexibility.
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Let’s Get Physical

Make way for a new power that is bigger than Fr. Graham and even bigger than Fr. B that will seriously make you question your manners.

YOUR MOM
Suspicious of Physical Plant

Following the campus-wide changes that have occurred this past school year from Chartwells to Chris Mack, there is a new change occurring on campus that will leave Xavier’s student body shooketh. During Easter break, the Eggs-avier Newswire received an anonymous tip that Physical Plant is planning a takeover. There is still some uncertainty as to why this is happening. Some speculate that it may be because they aren’t being paid enough, people are being disrespectful, they had a change of heart, they are tired of cleaning up after our lazy asses or they feel like their friendship with Xavier is one-sided since we never go to their homes to clean for them. Regardless of their reason for this sudden desire to become the true forces to be reckoned with, not everyone is surprised.

One student with a very generic name, like Esteban Julio Ricardo Montoya de la Rosa Ramírez, says, “I’ve always been terrified Physical Plant would one day decide to take over campus. They are the only true force on campus that controls everything. They know how many people are in a room at any given time. Plus, they control all of the power — meaning lights, elevators and probably those automatic locks on the doors.”

When asked how they could use this power to their advantage, the generic student said, “They could easily use this power to lock us in buildings or rooms, turn off the power and telephone wires so we couldn’t contact anyone and starve us into submission. It’s all so simple, it was only a matter of time before they realized the power they held. I don’t want to be on their bad side, so don’t use my real name, I’m just scared because they have the power.”

There’s no way of knowing when this will happen, but time will tell. Until then, begin to train for the Physical Plant apocalypse by never turning the lights on, stocking up on food and learning how to break out of buildings. Good luck, fellow Muskies.

Until then, be nice to all Physical Plant employees in hopes of subtly persuading them to give Xavier another chance because all for one and one for all (but only if it is beneficial for us).

A Rise: I’ve spent a lot of time telling you what to expect from your future, how your week is going to be and what life-changing events will occur.

Tartar Sauce: We all know that sometimes I tell you bizarre things are going to happen, but they’re always true.

Jedi: Feeling unmotivated about finishing the rest of the semester? Well, just like how an apple a day keeps the doctor away, a coffee a day keeps the eyes awake!

Ebola: Where was I? Oh yeah, nobody ever tries to tell me what I should do in my life. All they care about is me me me. It’s like you’re all spaghetti’s.

Leonardo: I know that I technically have my own horoscope, but it isn’t the same when you write your own.

Virgin: Every time I read the horoscopes, I get some major FOMO (Fear of Missing Out for all you youngsters).